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anything go wrong – though, luckily this is not typically the case.
Of course, this has proven to be a very important element of the
company’s services as construction crews increasingly look towards
safe investments and long-term sustainable plans.
Thus far, GNB Global has grown a reputable name across many
heavy industries due to the wide and open structures that tensioned
fabric solutions can bring together. Such structures offer large open
spaces with a domed design allowing for a dispersion of weight that
can do away with additional supports or other obstructive elements.
In essence, this allows the firm’s engineered structures to effortlessly
house large equipment, machinery, and technologies which require
substantial space to store and operate. Such industries of success include: mining, energy, oil and gas, data centers, tech, and microchip
factories.
A key benefit of GNB Global’s tension fabric structures also comes
in their ability to help eliminate on-site supply chain issues which
are causing a lot of headaches across the construction industry.
More and more companies are choosing to use its engineered fabric
buildings to store necessary building materials on-site which enables
crews to order all materials ahead of time and eliminate waiting and
costly delays for much needed building materials.
As for the future, we do expect to see more and more success for
GNB Global as the company expands and develops new products
and services in line with the needs of the market.
Talk with a fabric building expert:
Toll-Free - 1-855-258-2578
Brad - 780-863-1997 (call/txt)
Brett - 713-775-7171 (call/txt)
www.gnb.group

INDUSTRY LEADERS IN TENSION FABRIC
STRUCTURES & WEATHER ENCLOSURES
GNB Global displays
excellence in tension
fabric structures
as well as in their
patented, fully
tensioned weather
enclosure system,
RWES which is rapidly
changing the game
for enclosures
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GNB Global is among the industry’s foremost experts in engineered tension fabric
structures. Offering built-to-order tension fabric solutions, the company offers customers a degree of predictability and reliability with fabric structure solutions for all
industries. From mountain peaks to mining pits, and everywhere in between. Known for
its excellent customer service and “give a shit” factor, GNB Global has achieved notable
success over several decades and has become one of the go-to fabric building and weather
enclosure providers for some of the industries largest construction companies, working
on microchip factories, data centers, and even nuclear sites.
Approaching every project as a unique problem to solve, GNB Global constantly strives to
understand the needs, expectations, and requirements of clients to provide complete fabric
building solutions. Not only can the company support structures in a wide range of sizes and
scopes, but this effort to understand customer requirements translates into a service which
can also assist clients in understanding the end-product they need to meet the requirements
that they have. All of this works to ensure complete client satisfaction backed by a 100%
customer service guarantee.
As alluded to, GNB Global also stands out in providing assurances to the customer. Not only
are its engineered tension fabric structures very reliable and sturdy, but they also come with
an impressive 16-year fabric warranty, including responsive repairs and maintenance should
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GNB RWES

and an eagerness to display the potential of its
systems, the company is actively working with
some of the largest construction companies
in North America on sites being built for
major tech and energy giants. As Trevor Pond
explains, “Once a client engages with us, they
understand the system and value that it brings
almost immediately. We would naturally encourage any organization made curious about
RWES to reach out to the company and see for
themselves.”
Going forward, RWES has clear plans to establish itself as the norm within the industry and
inspire new building requirements which may
see traditional weather enclosures replaced
entirely with RWES. This will not only catalyze performance-enhancing change across
the industry, but also support environmental
considerations due to the cradle-to-cradle
nature of the product as a reusable system.
We look forward to reporting further on the
company’s success in this endeavor.
Talk with an enclosure expert:
Trevor - 780-893-8058 (call/txt)
Beau - 629-234-7937 (call/txt)
Toll Free - 1-855-258-2578
www.rwes.group

CONSTRUCTION WEATHER PROTECTION
Introduced and patented
by GNB Global, RWES
(pronounced “are-wes”)
is an innovative weather
enclosure solution which
is designed by GNB
Global to solve some
of the most worrisome
challenges that
construction firms face –
staying on schedule and
maximizing labor.
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RWES provides dependability, predictability, and reliability to construction timelines while
saving significant labor costs due to installing and maintaining your weather enclosure. RWES
installs and dismantles up to 80% faster than traditional poly and tarps while withstanding
hurricane winds which means zero rework.
Understanding the concerns that construction firms typically have over site protection, RWES
was created to offer control over such elements within the construction site. Being both faster and
easier to install than traditional weather enclosures, RWES is a reusable and hassle-free system
to protect construction sites from weather conditions in a cost-effective manner – exemplified by
reduced maintenance costs in terms of both time and money, as well as reduced installation times
due to its unique design.
To learn more about RWES and the innovation it brings to the construction industry, we spoke
with Trevor Pond, Vice President of Sales and Business Development for GNB Global. He went
on to explain: “What we’re finding is that it just works. It’s formed on two main tenants: the speed
at which it deploys (it’s 50-80% faster to put up than conventional methods), and it avoids any
future rework or maintenance such as if wind comes in and blows the tarps around forcing you to
redo that portion of the site. With RWES you don’t have to do that at all, you just set it and forget
it. Now what keeps our clients awake at 3 o’clock in the morning isn’t their weather enclosure any
more, but we hope it’s what they’re going to do with all their labor now that they don’t need to redo
their enclosures two, three, four or even five times over.”
Of course, as a disruptive new approach to weather enclosures, it goes without saying that GNB
has had to work hard to educate the marketplace on its benefits. Through online demonstrations
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